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The Effect on Computational Thinking Using
SRA-Programming: Anticipating Changes

in a Dynamic Problem Environment
Nardie Fanchamps , Lou Slangen, Marcus Specht , and Paul Hennissen

Abstract—This article illustrates that the task design and problem
selection are of characteristic influence to evoke sense-reason-act
programming (SRA) among primary school pupils when
programming robots. Research shows that the task design influences
the development of computational thinking (CT). The literature
provides evidence that the context, the problem space, and the
representation of the problem to apply SRA-programming require
the programming task to be embedded in a dynamic context in which
a programmable robot must use sensory information to anticipate
changes in the environment. In order to ascertain whether the
problem space and the task design influence the evocation of SRA-
thinking, this article uses a research design comparing the differences
between two programming conditions (static/dynamic). In these
conditions, pupils use Lego EV-3 robots and Mindstorms software to
solve programming problems. As a post-measurement, a Lego
challenge is applied. In this article, it is shown that the integration of a
dynamic task design to solve a programming problem is essential for a
deeper understanding of CT skills. Furthermore, when pupils can
immediately test the consequences of their program in a dynamic
environment and, thus, the learning environment provides an
appropriate problem, they gain a deeper understanding of the added
value of sensors and will be better able to reason about complex
problems. It is found that programming in a dynamic problem
environment almost naturally evokes SRA-thinking, as opposed to
programming in a static environment. The influence of SRA-
programming as demonstrated identifies characteristics of CT.

Index Terms—Computational thinking (CT), dynamic environ-
ments, robotics, sense-reason-act (SRA)-thinking, tangible output.

I. INTRODUCTION

LEARNING to program is becoming increasingly promi-

nent in primary education [1]. Primary education is the

designated place to teach pupils at an early stage about pro-

gramming and to teach them about its functionality and appli-

cability [2]. Programming can be considered as a basic skill

that should be integrated into the curriculum of primary schools

to equip pupils with the necessary competences [3], [4].

Programming appears to make an important contribution for

pupils to learn computational thinking (CT) [5], [6]. CT is the

ability to describe complex problems using the basic concepts

of computer algorithms [7].

Programmable robots offer an excellent opportunity to

develop CT skills, because on the basis of a visually perceptible

output, the result of the programming intervention is concrete

and tangible [8]–[10]. If pupils can directly test the effect of

their programming actions in reality, they will be better able to

critically examine and assess their programming actions [11].

Because programmable robots can be used for gaining instant

feedback on the consequences of code, they function as Direct

Manipulation Environments (DME’s) [12], [13].

DME’s involve pupils in constructing mental models of phe-

nomena. Pupils are challenged to directly manipulate parameters

and variables in the environment. Many DME’s strengthen the

feeling of working with concrete objects. DME’s make pupils

through active participation reason, predict and hypothesize, ana-

lyze and test [11], [12]. Robots are concrete and physical DME’s

and can be controlled by programming making use of actuators

and sensors [12], [13]. DME’s have the capacity to provoke a

learning dialog and higher order thinking skills (e.g., analyzing,

synthesizing, evaluating, and causal reasoning), can provide a rich

context for practicing and learning programming, and for devel-

oping (general) problem-solving skills (CT) in the context of robot

programming [11].

Robots can be programmed to interact with their physical

environment. To make this interaction possible, sense-reason-

act (SRA) programming is applied. Previous research has pro-

vided indications that primary school pupils are able to reach

a certain level of SRA-programming, but that pupils do not

apply SRA as a matter of course [10], [14]. This is despite the

fact that they have experienced the benefits of applying an

SRA-approach in solving programming problems previously.

Robots operating in an unchanging environment can often rely

on linear, sequential programming depending on the task at

hand. Robots that can anticipate changing conditions need

sensor input and, as a consequence, results in programming

based on principles of conditional reasoning. It is by using

SRA-programming that a programmable robot can anticipate
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changes in its surroundings [10]. SRA-programming activates

the application of problem-solving solution strategies, which

benefits the development of CT [14].

For further clarification, it seems necessary to make a specific

distinction between SRA-thinking and SRA-programming. SRA-

thinking refers to the logical reasoning process in which thinking

in parallel structures and operating principles is the underlying

rationale. It includes logical, causal, conditional, and iterative rea-

soning and the ability to make cause-and-effect relationships

when specifically applying sensor input to anticipate changes in

task design. SRA-thinking involves thinking in parameters and

variables and calls upon higher-order thinking skills in reasoning,

analyzing, synthesizing, and judging. SRA-thinking can be seen

as a mental disposition [15] that leads to the initiation of the pro-

cess of SRA-programming, and is distinct from SRA-program-

ming which is based on the pragmatic use of coding tools. SRA-

programming refers to programming that uses sensor-based input

combined with parallel programming routines in which more

complex programming concepts such as nested loops, condition-

als if-then-else, and functions come into play. Therefore, this arti-

cle examines whether the type of programming problem and the

task design influence the evocation of SRA-thinking. It is investi-

gated whether there is a characteristic and qualitative difference

in the application of SRA-programming in a programming envi-

ronment with either a dynamic or a static task design when pri-

mary school’s pupils programLego Robotics EV-3.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

In this article, we want to know whether a dynamic task

design elicits SRA-thinking and enhances the development of

CT. CT is a problem-solving approach in which complex,

abstract problems are translated and reformulated in such a

way that they can be solved using the fundamental concepts of

computer science [7], [16].

CT is a conceptual way of thinking and includes processes like

problem formulation, data organization, analysis, and representa-

tion to solve problems [17]. It encompasses a set of problem-solv-

ing skills, such as problem decomposition, algorithmic thinking,

pattern recognition, debugging, parallelization, and abstraction

[16], [18], [19]. CT stimulates the ability to define a distinct and

structured sequence of basic and well-specified steps to solve

complex problems [20]. The essence of CT involves dividing

complex problems into more familiar/manageable subproblems

(problem decomposition), using a sequence of steps (algorithms)

to solve problems, reviewing how the solution transfers to similar

problems (abstraction), and finally determining if a computer can

be used efficiently to solve those problems (automation) [21],

[22]. CT can be used explicitly to gain new insights into problems

outside computer science, to establish relationships toward other

fields, and can become an integrated part of education. It covers a

wide range of computing principles, approaches, knowledge, and

skills essential for solving problems that require a lot of informa-

tion, variables, and computational power [23].

CT requires the application of strategies to solve problems.

Costa [24] states that solving problems implies the appropriate

application of knowledge in a specific situation that is strongly

related to the content. The specific context in which learning

occurs determines what types of actions are suitable and what

impact those actions have [25]. Problem solving uses often an

inquiry-based approach. Since the problem space of pupils con-

tains only partial knowledge, it is necessary to initiate a general

search for information, as well as to discover a state that con-

tains a solution to the problem. This is to make pupils aware of

their learning skills, their achievements, and their ability to

reflect on what they have learned [26]. Pupils need to be aware

of how to solve problems and must learn to recognize that their

actions clearly put them in a strong position to learn from mis-

takes or successes [27]. A well-defined problem space and solu-

tion paths are usefully combined with strategies for finding

suitable possibilities to solve a problem [28]. Solving the prob-

lem is not simply a search through a predetermined problem

space. It is also a search for an appropriate representation of the

problem [29]. The type of the problem definition seems to be of

prominent importance in relation to finding a solution to the

problem. The ability to solve problems evolves when develop-

ing strategies. Moreover, higher forms of problem solving are

accomplished using the same basic routines that evolved for

that purpose [27], [30], [31]. Learning the required problem-

solving strategies and skills is what CT is associated with. In

this respect, CT can not only influence the problem-solving

skills of pupils in general, but also has an important influence

on their generic development [32].

Characteristic for effectively solving a problem is a multi-

stage process consisting of several phases to be appointed:

1) identifying a problem;

2) setting goals;

3) using solution strategies;

4) arriving at different directions of solution;

5) making reasoned decisions to arrive at the solution;

6) determining through evaluation;

7) reflection and introspection whether the problem is

solved and/or the problem solution needs to be adjusted;

8) generalizing so that applicability in other situations is

possible [31], [33].

Characteristic of a multiperspective, imaginative problem-

solving process is that it is not linear and does not include

strict, predetermined rules [34]. The solution process is usu-

ally unpredictable, iterative, or dynamic in nature and involves

several verification moments [35].

Applying complex problems as a catalyst to promote learning

of concepts and principles by learners in a learning environment

can be regarded as problem-based learning (PBL) [34]. In order

to encourage the transfer of knowledge and skills enabling pupils

to use existing knowledge and to acquire new knowledge, this

requires challenging, provocative problems that motivate to learn

[27]. The application of robotics in primary school education can

be a useful tool to relate problem-solving strategies to realisti-

cally occurring problem contexts [36]. Being able to reflect on

problem-solving strategies through programming robots is

important because the associated thought processes, decisions,

and actions can determine the final learning result [37]. Robotics

programming problems have a wide variety of solutions, but

many can be improved in efficiency when placed in meaningful
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contexts [18]. Solving problems by means of programming

robots can have a positive influence on the quality of the pro-

gramming solution itself and on the conceptual understanding

[38]. Programming problem environments that are challenging in

nature can make a greater contribution to conceptual understand-

ing than simple, more orderly problem environments [18], [37].

From research, we know that primary school pupils mainly

use linear programming structures when programming robots,

despite the fact that they have learned the advantages of paral-

lel programming through previous experiences [14]. In addi-

tion, pupils have also found it difficult to apply SRA, although

they have already explored the benefits of programming with

the SRA-approach [11]. The essence seems to be that pupils

have difficulty using complex elements of SRA-programming,

such as the “if-then-else,” “wait until,” or the “nested loop,”

which presuppose conditional reasoning [39]. From earlier

research, we know that pupils’ state of mind often tends to

choose the easiest and most obvious solution rather than the

most efficient one [14]. Comprehending SRA implies that

pupils can establish the explicit relationship between pro-

cesses in which a programmable robot:

1) registers external values of observations based on sen-

sor use (sense! referring to sensor reading;

2) then compares these values of external observations

with internal preset values which form conditionals by

which the path to follow (reason! referring to decision

making) is decided;

3) the activation of a subsequent process in which the pro-

gram “informs” the robot on how the robot should act

(act! referring to program response) [10], [39], [40].

These insights enable pupils to program a robot that, through

the use of sensors and its program, can anticipate changes in its

environment. In other words, pupils apply SRA-thinking

through understanding the interactions and interdependencies

between the program, sensors, and actuators used [11].

Using sensory input to solve robotic programming tasks can be

considered as an effectiveway of programming [41]. Aswe argued

before, SRA-programming is characterized by a first step in which

input is obtained through sensory detection (sense). In a second

step, the decision part (reason), the perception is measured against

set conditions. Therefore, the computer program to be designed

must anticipate what can be observed [11] and what the conditions

are. As long as pupils do not yet understand that SRA-program-

ming offers a more efficient and sometimes the only feasible alter-

native and can use linear programming structures to solve a

programming task, they will not enter the mental disposition of

SRA-thinking [14], [24], [42]. When the environment in which a

programmable robot has to perform its tasks can vary continu-

ously, and is therefore dynamic or unpredictable in nature and

enforces the most efficient solution, then linear programing is no

longer sufficient. This triggers a mental process in which the state

of mind will play a role [15]. In order to evoke SRA-thinking,

pupils need to call upon their disposition for ingenuity, originality,

and insightfulness (e.g., applying past knowledge to new situa-

tions, striving for accuracy, thinking flexibly, thinking about think-

ing, questioning, and posing problems) to express SRA-thinking

[43]. This requires a mindset in which the initial approach to solve

a dynamic programming task is characterized by means of proac-

tive programming, applying iterations, conditionals, and functions

to successfully solve the programming problem [44], [45].

SRA requires a certain level of abstract thinking. It means being

capable of analyzing the robotic task environment, i.e., being

capable of recognizing the prerequisites and iterative conditions

and translating them into the correct application of the program-

ming instructions to be constructed [39], [46]. For instance, the

selection for the type of sensor to apply and the range of values of

a variable. When pupils understand that the reasoning process

underlying programming is based on principles of logic, condi-

tional, causal, and iterative reasoning, including thinking in

parameters and variables, this should be recognizable as such in

the computer programs they create [47]. Programming code pro-

duced according to SRA-thinking contains such structures and

principles of programming. Analyzing pupils’ constructed code,

therefore, can provide information about pupils’ level of applica-

tion of SRA-thinking bymeans of the measured values for CT.

In order to enable problem solving through an application of

technology in an effective and easily accessible way, the use of

Lego Robotics in primary schools turns out to be an efficient

manner for problem-solving activities [47], [48]. Results from

various studies indicate that activities with programmable, tangi-

ble robots assisted pupils to reflect on the problem-solving deci-

sions they made [10], [49], [50]. These studies also highlighted

that pupils were able to relate their problem-solving strategies to

real-world contexts [51]. Also is demonstrated that program-

ming LEGO robots can be considered as useful problem-solving

tool in the classroom to enhance CT [14]. This is to ascertain

what problem-solving strategies primary school pupils use when

working with LEGO robots and whether they are able to effec-

tively relate their problem-solving strategies to real-world con-

texts [18]. Moreover, programmable robots as educational tools

engage pupils in their own learning through active construction-

ist environments, which stimulate the development of higher

order thinking and problem-solving skills, promoting pupils’

conceptualization inmeaningful authentic ways [36].

If pupils program tangible robots, two main problem orienta-

tions can be distinguished: unchanging, static conditions and

changing, dynamic conditions [44], [52]. In a static problem

space, the environmental conditions are not changing. The tasks

to be accomplished by the robot are predefined and the program

that has to provide the robot with information can be clearly

defined in advance [53]. The static task environment is character-

ized by a clear, transparent design. The assignments to be per-

formed for which a robot must be programmed are known in

advance and are predictable because the task environment does

not change. These nonchanging tasks can be solved both by linear

programming and also by using sensors [54]. However, dynamic

environments are characterized as unpredictable, the problem

space is subject to continuous change and is not clear-cut in

advance [45]. A dynamic environment includes a multitude of

factors that must be anticipated on an ad-hoc basis [55], [56].

The subsequent actions to be taken by a programmable robot

cannot be predicted in advance, the task that the robot has to

accomplish is subject to change and the program must antici-

pate such changing conditions [57].
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Building on the theoretical exploration above, we presume a

correlation between the following:

1) the task design which is expected to produce develop-

ment of CT caused by the nature of the problem (static/

dynamic);

2) the evocation of SRA-thinking, e.g., more generic the

influence on CT caused by differences in the task design;

3) the identification of CT emerged from the evocation of

SRA-thinking;

4) the influence of the evocation of SRA-thinking on pro-

gramming tasks of higher complexity;

5) the impact of CT on the construction of programming

tasks of higher complexity.

Therefore, our conceptual model in Fig. 1 gives an over-

view of supposed relationships between independent and

dependent variables that need to be further investigated.

III. RESEARCH QUESTION, SUBQUESTIONS, AND HYPOTHESIS

From previous research, we know that pupils revert to lin-

ear, sequential programming robots, despite having gained a

previous learning experience exploring the benefits of the

more efficient SRA-programming [10], [14]. The question

that emerges is why pupils do not apply SRA-programming,

while understanding and mastering fundamental principles

and advantages underneath. We assume this seems to be

attributable to a static task design with a predictable overview

in which pupils are not confronted with unforeseen, changing

events. However, if the programming environment in which a

programmable robot has to perform its tasks varies and is,

therefore, dynamic, unpredictable in nature enforcing the most

efficient solution, the use of sensors, iterations, conditionals

and functions, characteristic of SRA-programming is a neces-

sity. To investigate this claim, we used a dynamic task design

(simultaneous to static task design) that stimulates the applica-

tion of SRA-programming where there is no possibility to find

the programming solution through linear, sequential thinking.

We conjecture that the nature of the problem space and the

task design will cause pupils do or do not use SRA-program-

ming in which the application of SRA identifies characteristics

of CT. This assumption leads to the main research question:

“What is the influence of the problem environment and the

task design on evoking SRA-thinking when programming

robots?”

In addition to the main research question, the following sub-

questions have been formulated.

1) What kind of problems require SRA-thinking and is

SRA-thinking necessary to solve programming prob-

lems of higher complexity?

2) How can we design a scaffold toward more complex

tasks to guide pupils toward SRA-thinking?

3) What is the impact of the programming environment on

developing SRA-solutions?

In addition to the subquestions, three hypotheses have been

formulated.

1) Pupils who solve programming assignments in a dynamic

task design are able to activate SRA-thinking outflowing

in working solutions.

2) Pupils who solve programming assignments in a

dynamic task design apply SRA-thinking more than

pupils who solve programming assignments in a static

task design.

3) Pupils who solve programming assignments in a

dynamic task design show problem solving of a qualita-

tively higher level than pupils who solve programming

assignments in a static task design.

IV. METHOD

In order to investigate whether there is an influence of the

programming problem given and the task design to evoke

SRA-thinking, we have designed a programming environ-

ment with a two-pronged task setup. This setup was chosen

as such because we wanted to compare whether there is a

measurable difference in making use and understanding of

SRA-thinking between the group that had to solve tasks in

a static programming environment and the group that solved

tasks in a dynamic programming environment. Analysis of

the constructed programs from respondents and the infor-

mation obtained from the observations makes it possible to

find answers to our research questions, subquestions, and

hypotheses.

To investigate the research questions and hypotheses, we

have used a research design that comprises both qualitative

and quantitative aspects, as shown in Fig. 2. This includes

1) a basic instruction on how to program using Lego

Robotics EV-3;

2) a robotics intervention designed for training tasks;

3) a final programming challenge consisting of a static and

dynamic task design.

The static, predictable task environment in our research is cre-

ated to use fixed objects that need to be avoided. The dynamic

environment in our research is created by constantly randomly

moving objects, creating an unpredictable task environment.

In the final programming challenge, by means of observation

of the execution and analysis of the constructed programs, we

collected qualitative data that were then converted into quantifi-

able units to determine the frequency of the occurrence of a

value. To be able to determine whether SRA had been used in

both programming environments and to give value to the quality

of the programming solution, wemeasured the characteristics

1) if pupils are able to successfully complete the program-

ming tasks;

2) whether SRA was used;

3) we assessed the efficiency and quality level of the pro-

gram that was constructed.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the conceptual model.
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A. Participants

This research was conducted among pupils from grade 51

who are 10 and 11 years of age (N ¼ 29) of a primary school

in The Netherlands. Pupils are not familiar with programming,

apart from the use of basic computer programs such as Word,

PowerPoint, and Internet. The pupils were divided randomly

into 14 subgroups consisting of 13 pairs and one triplet. Fig. 3

displays the division of participating groups.

After all subgroups had followed a basic training in how to

program with Lego Mindstorms Robotics EV-3, each of the

subgroups conducted 9 weeks, 1-h sessions to solve 20 pro-

gramming tasks to demonstrate the solution devised. After

completion of the 20 programming tasks, all subgroups had to

solve five new challenging programming tasks. The group that

had to solve these five challenges in the static environment

could solve them by using linear, sequential programming,

and/or by making use of SRA. The group that had to solve these

five challenges in the dynamic environment could only success-

fully solve them by explicitly using SRA. We used this set-up

as such to compare whether the tasks design and problem envi-

ronment influence the evocation of SRA and to what level the

use of SRA did or did not occur.

B. Materials

From previous research, we found indications that primary

school pupils can use Lego EV-3 Mindstorms robots as a pro-

gramming environment in a functional way [10], [14]. These

programmable robots are controlled via a visually oriented

programming environment in which the user has to connect

definable blocks, containing programming commands, by

dragging and sequencing them in the correct order on the

worksheet [58]. Furthermore, these definable blocks consist of

controllable parameters, variables, logical operators, et cetera

which can also be influenced [9]. By manipulating the varia-

bles and sequencing the blocks in a specific order, pupils con-

struct their program. In order to determine the differences in

programming skills and the evocation of SRA-programming

after the training sessions, a Lego robotics challenge is orga-

nized in which the influence of the problem environment and

the task design occurred.

To demonstrate which programming environment and task

design evokes SRA-thinking, we set up a predefined problem

space in which pupils solved a Lego robotic programming chal-

lenge task. This problem space consists of two different playing

fields in which pupils had to execute programming tasks making

use of a predefined robot. This robot was equipped with push-

button sensors at the front and back and a bumper bracket that

allowed the robot to collide and rotate like a bumper car.

Playing field one, as shown in Fig. 4, contained fixed, static

objects that the robot had to maneuver between to move from

start to finish. More and more objects were added to increase

the difficulty and challenge of the programming tasks. The

assignments could still be solved with linear, sequential pro-

gramming where pupils could decide for themselves whether

to program with or without the more efficient use of SRA-pro-

gramming and/or by application of push-button sensors.

On playing field two, as shown in Fig. 5, a dynamic environ-

ment has been created in which a programmed robot moves

unpredictably around. The assignment was to let the self-pro-

grammed robot move on the playing field without getting stuck.

To make the programming tasks increasingly difficult, and to

provoke SRA-programming, a second comparable robot that

moves unpredictably around was brought into the playing field.

Furthermore, two other pairs of pupils were also allowed to add

their robots into the playing field (with a maximum of 3), taking

into account the fact that all five robots had to keep on moving/

not get stuck. In order to do this, pupils’ robots must be pro-

grammed making use of push-button sensors in such a way that

they could react to each other and to anticipate unforeseen situa-

tions. This challenging assignment could absolutely not be

solved by making use of linear, sequential programming, but

only bymaking use of SRA-programming.

C. Procedure

All 14 subgroups received an identical introductory instruc-

tion, which also covered the application of sensors, on how to

Fig. 2. Research design.

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the group division.

1. In this publication, we use the UK grade level system to indicate the
research population. Grade 5 in the UK corresponds with the Dutch “group 7.”
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use the Lego programming environment. Pupils learn in this

basic training, by means of a “show-and-tell approach” and by

using simple tasks, how the robot should be programmed to

drive forward/backward, how to make a turn, how to move

from A to B between obstacles without getting stuck, and how

to apply the basic elements of SRA-programming (iterations,

responding to changes in the task environment, functions). It

was also demonstrated how to program by means of sensoric

input, how the push-button sensor is operated, how the robot

could respond by its program when using sensor activation,

and how the use of sensors, by applying SRA-programming,

can ensure a much smarter programming solution.

After the basic instruction, each of the subgroups conducted

nine 1-h sessions to practice 20 training tasks so that SRA-pro-

gramming can provide a more efficient and smarter way to solve

robotics programming assignments. These tasks are characterized

by a problem-solving approach and can be solved either using lin-

ear, sequential programming, or using SRA-programming.

In the final challenge assignments, all subgroups are ran-

domly assigned to two different robotic problem-solving con-

texts (static/dynamic). The assignments in these challenges

offer pupils a choice of whether or not to apply SRA-program-

ming. To do so, pupils have all the options available and the

robots to be operated are equipped with two push-button sen-

sors to apply SRA-programming. It is precisely in the two dif-

ferent challenge conditions that it is expected to emerge that,

although pupils understand and have learned the basic princi-

ples of the SRA-approach, they do not apply SRA-program-

ming as a matter of course but that the application of SRA-

programming is evoked by the difference (static/dynamic) in

the task design. In this final static or dynamic robot program-

ming challenge, pupils can show what they have learned from

the 20 programming tasks and what occurs by using or not

using SRA-programming. In this challenge task, five new pro-

gramming tasks of increasing difficulty had to be solved.

These are static (not changing) in nature for one group and

dynamic (changing) in nature for the other group. In both

groups, pupils could decide for themselves whether to pro-

gram with or without the fully functional and most effective

use of sensors. By observation during the programming

sessions, by analysis of the constructed programs, and by

inventory, the researcher kept track of (a) whether the pro-

gramming task had been solved correctly (yes/no) and (b)

whether SRA had been used (yes/no). From these observa-

tions, we determined how often each value occurred. Further-

more, we assessed the efficiency and quality level of the

constructed programs as a qualitative indicator. To do this, we

(c) recorded the fastest runtime out of three attempts as a pre-

dictive value to illustrate the level of quality and efficiency of

the constructed program and (d) we analyzed the efficiency of

the program that was constructed. In order to sufficiently

benchmark this qualitative interpretation, the fourth indicator

has been calibrated by a research group of eight education

experts. For the purpose of retrospective analysis, the pro-

grams constructed by pupils were stored. The researcher used

the data of the retrospective analysis to assess whether SRA

had been applied and could give a value judgment on how effi-

cient the constructed programs were.

V. RESULTS AND DATA-ANALYSIS

The main research question, “What is the influence of the pro-

gramming environment and the task design on evoking SRA-

thinking when programming robots?,” is answered by analysis of

themeans for the dichotomous variables combinedwith an analy-

sis of observed, qualitative data that are converted into quantifi-

able units through inventory. T-test analysis is used to investigate

subquestions and to confirm or reject hypotheses. Observations

have been converted into quantifiable data by means of system-

atic and structured scoring to enable quantitative analysis. The

data derived from the Lego robotics challenge were entered into

SPSS for quantitative data analysis. Other qualitative observa-

tions concerning the effect of using or not using SRA are included

in this article as a descriptive comparison and result. The effect of

the independent variables on the dependent variables is examined

(see Fig. 1). Differences in values are determined by comparing

themeans. By using cross-tabs, a shift between pre- and postmea-

surement is made visible. In all statistical analyses, a significance

level of 5% (p¼� 0.05) is assumed.

The nature of the data meets the conditions for the assumption

of normality and asserts that the distribution of sample means

Fig. 4. Static task design with fixed objects. Fig. 5. Dynamic task design with multiple randomly moving robots.
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(across independent samples) is normal. It has been testedwhether

the assumptions of homogeneity of variances have been violated

(p � 0.05). Degrees of freedom are calculated and the bootstrap-

ping procedure has been applied to re-estimate the standard error

of the mean difference. The confidence interval was studied to

assess the difference betweenmeans and to determine whether the

value “0” is in the confidence interval. The value for the extent of

the effect (Pearson’s r) has been calculated (indicating that the

effect size is low if the value of r varies around 0.1, medium if r

varies around 0.3, and large if r variesmore than 0.5). The substan-

tial effect of a standard deviation difference between two groups

(Cohen’s d) was also determined (it should be noted that d ¼ 0.2

can be considered a “small” effect size, 0.5 stands for a “medium”

effect size, and 0.8 or higher for a “large” effect size) [59].

A. Programming Task in Static or Dynamic Programming

Environment Outflowing in Working Solutions

A comparison of the correctly solved programming prob-

lems shows (see Table I) that the group that programmed in the

static environment solved 30 programming tasks correctly (M

¼ .35) and the group that programmed in the dynamic environ-

ment solved 46 programming tasks correctly (M¼ .77).

Further examination of the data using the option “cross-

tabs” showed that, comparing the two groups, a shift occurred

with regard to the correct number of solved programming

tasks. Table I shows the data for correctly solving the pro-

gramming tasks divided over the two conditions.

It can be stated that, by comparing the static group with the

dynamic group, more programming problems are solved by the

dynamic group (increase ¼ þ16 more correctly solved) due to

the robotics intervention and a different kind of task design.

From this data, it can be claimed that a dynamic program-

ming environment indeed elicits that more programming prob-

lems are solved correctly. It is striking that within the dynamic

group more complex programming problems are correctly

solved. It is also remarkable that it becomes visible that there

are several respondents from the dynamic group who have

correctly solved all five programming problems.

B. Programming Tasks SRA Applied Within Static or

Dynamic Problem Environment

An analysis of the data shows (see Table II) that the group that

programmed within the static programming environment applied

SRA 35 times (M¼ 0.60) and the group that programmed within

a dynamic programming environment applied SRA 44 times

(M¼ 0.80) when solving the programming tasks.

By means of “cross tabs” analysis, a shift is visible in the

decision whether or not to apply SRA between the group that

programmed in the static environment and the group that

worked in the dynamic environment. By comparing the appli-

cation of SRA of the static group with the dynamic group due

to the offered environment, it can be stated that the dynamic

group applied SRA more to solve programming problems

(increase ¼ þ13,5% more SRA applied).

From this data, it can be claimed that a dynamic program-

ming environment indeed elicits more use of SRA to solve

programming problems. From the observations made during

the execution, it is noticeable that the group that programmed

in the dynamic environment applied SRA in a more direct

approach to solving the programming problem in a compari-

son with the group that programmed in the static environment.

C. Analysis of the Quality of the SRA Application (Comparing

Static and Dynamic Environment)

A qualitative analysis of the Lego EV-3 programs con-

structed by pupils indicates (see Table III) that there is a sub-

stantial difference in the application of SRA when comparing

the group that programmed in the static environment with the

group that programmed in the dynamic environment.

The group that programmed in the static environment, despite

having had an introduction to the application possibilities of

the SRA-approach, tried to solve the programming problem

predominantly using a linear, sequential approach. However, it is

clearly noticeable that this static environment does not invite to

use SRA-programming. Pupils program toward the solution with-

out the use of sensors, iterations, conditionals, and functions. The

constructed Lego EV-3 programs showed that SRA is applied

incidentally, but where SRA is applied, this is often not applied

efficiently. The constructed SRA programs seem illogical, unnec-

essarily complex, and show a high level of unfocussedness in rela-

tion to the more functional and efficient use of the SRA-approach.

The group that programmed in the dynamic environment

proceeds directly, and without hesitation, to the application of

SRA. This is based on the most efficient way of using SRA,

where no superfluous SRA-programming commands are

included in the constructed program. Nowhere are unneces-

sary programming commands visible and the use of SRA has

been effective and handled as effectively as possible.

TABLE I
INFLUENCE STATIC/DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT ON SOLVING

PROGRAMMING TASKS CORRECTLY (N ¼ 29)

Note. Static ¼ Group that programmed in static environment; Dynamic ¼
Group that programmed in dynamic environment; n ¼ number of respondents;
Total, Cumulative; M ¼ average; SD ¼ standard deviation; Range ¼ spread
in measurement; Mdn ¼ median.

TABLE II
INFLUENCE STATIC/DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT ON SRA APPLIED (N ¼ 29)

Note. Static ¼ Group that programmed in static environment; Dynamic ¼
Group that programmed in dynamic environment; n ¼ number of respondents;
Total, Cumulative; M ¼ average; SD ¼ standard deviation; Range ¼ spread
in measurement; Mdn ¼ median.
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It can be claimed that the nature of the environment and the

task design has an impact on whether or not SRA is applied

and whether this has been done efficiently. This is visible on

the basis of a qualitative analysis of the constructed Lego EV-

3 programs when comparing the programming solutions of

both groups. It is striking that the group that programmed in a

dynamic environment applied SRA directly and constructed a

more functional and effective program than the group that pro-

grammed in a static environment that frequently relied on linear

programming. From observation and inventory, it becomes

clear that the group that programmed in the dynamic environ-

ment used SRA much sooner and more directly than the group

that programmed in the static environment.

D. Solving Programming Tasks

A comparison of the means makes visible (see Table I) that the

group that programmed in the dynamic programming environment

solved more programming problems (M ¼ 0.77, SD ¼ 0.25) than

the group who solved programming problems in a static program-

ming environment (M ¼ 0.35, SD ¼ 0.19). Analysis of the t-test

(see Table IV) shows that there is a significant difference t (20)¼
-4.76, p¼ < 0.01, d¼ 1.86. Since the value “0” is not within the

confidence interval, 95% CI [-0.60, -0.23], this strengthens the

assumption that programming in a dynamic environment ensures,

by using SRA, that more programming problems are solved.

E. SRA Applied

A comparison of the means makes visible (see Table II) that

the group that programmed within a dynamic programming

environment makes more use of the application of SRA (M ¼
1.36, SD ¼ 0.49) than the group that programmed in a static

programming environment (M ¼ 0.85, SD ¼ 0.84). Analysis

of the t-test (see Table IV) shows that there is a significant dif-

ference t (26) ¼ -2.10, p ¼ < 0.02, d ¼ 0.74. Since the value 0

is within the confidence interval, 95% CI [-1.03, -0.01], this

reinforces the assumption that programming in a dynamic

environment increases significantly the application of SRA.

F. Quality of SRA

A comparison of the means makes visible (see Table III) that

the group that programmed in the dynamic programming envi-

ronment shows a higher quality level of SRA (M ¼ 1.53, SD ¼

0.51) than the group that programmed in a static programming

environment (M ¼ 0.99, SD ¼ 84). Analysis of the t-test (see

Table IV) shows that there is a significant difference t (27) ¼
-2.01, p ¼ < 0.03, d ¼ 1.20. But since the value “0” is within

the confidence interval, 95% CI [-1.10, 0.01], we must con-

clude that programming in a dynamic programming environ-

ment does not lead to a higher quality level of SRA because the

two environments are not comparable on this characteristic.

VI. CONCLUSION

From an interpretation of the available data, we can conclude

that the influence of the problem environment and the type of

task design scaffolds have an impact on evoking SRA-thinking.

Pupils who solve programming assignments in a static task

design do not, or hardly, use SRA-programming. To the oppo-

site, it is remarkable that a dynamic task design immediately

triggers the use of SRA-programming. Moreover, to success-

fully solve dynamic programming tasks, the application of

SRA-programming is a necessity. In essence, SRA-thinking

requires using characteristics of CT (e.g., algorithms, analysis,

parallel thinking, pattern recognition, problem decomposition,

routines, etc.). Where SRA-programming in both environments

has been used, an analysis of the quality of SRA provides us

with findings that the usage of SRA in a dynamic programming

environment is of a higher quality level. From this, we conclude

that solving dynamic problem tasks has an influence on

strengthening SRA-thinking.

The hypothesis that pupils who solve programming assign-

ments in a dynamic task design are able to activate SRA-think-

ing outflowing in working solutions can be substantiated and

confirmed on the basis of the significant measurement results.

The hypothesis that pupils who solve programming assign-

ments in a dynamic task design apply SRA-thinking more

than pupils who solve programming assignments in a static

task design can be substantiated and confirmed on the basis of

the significant measurement results.

The hypothesis that pupils who solve programming tasks in

a dynamic task design show problem solving of a qualitatively

higher level than pupils who solve programming assignments

in a static task design cannot be confirmed despite the signifi-

cant measurement results. This is due to the fact that pupils in

the static programming environment did not or hardly apply

SRA, to which a comparison of this characteristic is not valid.

TABLE III
INFLUENCE STATIC/DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT ON QUALITY

SRA APPLICATION (N ¼ 29)

Note. Static ¼ Group that programmed in static environment; Dynamic ¼
Group that programmed in dynamic environment; n ¼ number of respondents;
Total, Cumulative; M ¼ average; SD ¼ standard deviation; Range ¼ spread
in measurement; Mdn ¼ median.

TABLE IV
T-TEST ANALYSIS COMPARING STATIC/DYNAMIC

ENVIRONMENT BASED ON SRA-USAGE

Note. t ¼ t-value; df ¼ degrees of freedom; p ¼ p-value; CI ¼ confidence
interval; d ¼ effect size.
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VII. DISCUSSION

This article claims to find answers to whether the problem

environment and task design is of significant influence to

evoke SRA-programming among primary school pupils when

programming robots.

Based on indications in the data, it can be assumed that pro-

gramming using a dynamic task design evokes SRA-thinking

remarkably and more explicitly in a comparison with pro-

gramming in a static task design. This imposes specific

demands on a programming environment that incorporates the

added value of SRA-programming to enable PBL. Applying

programmable robots as an educational tool stimulates higher

order thinking and problem-solving skills, fostering pupils’

conceptualization in meaningful authentic ways [36]. This

claim is consistent with assumptions made by Slangen [10]

who states that learning how to program robots is most benefi-

cial when pupils can solve programming problems in an

inquisitive, problem-solving environment. Scientifically, it is,

however, the question which features make a programming

environment useful for fostering pupils’ conceptualization.

Our research shows that, in order to successfully and creatively

solve complex robotics issues, it is clearly necessary for pupils to

adopt a problem-solving approach inwhich they renew their previ-

ous programming experiences in solving challenging program-

ming tasks. In order to do this, pupils have to develop problem-

solving skills during programming, being able to devise a problem

approach, choose a solution strategy, and apply the correct pro-

gramming action. This is consistent with the allegations of Castle-

dine and Chalmers [36] who state that when pupils are engaged in

programming robots, making changes to repeated programming

processes with the aim of solving a specific problem through stra-

tegically and reflective programming, they increase their problem-

solving abilities and metacognitive skills. However, to develop a

structured way to cope with challenging programming problems,

the use of CT skills is inevitably [60]. CT sometimes refers to

superimposed, metacognitive skills and sometimes they are opera-

tionalized as concrete programming concepts. The scientific ques-

tion that arises is dowe need amore focused definition of CT.

As we concluded before, robotic program problem environ-

ments that are subject to dynamic change offer a more cognitive

challenging task environment than a static one. To evoke SRA-

thinking, pupils need to call upon their disposition for ingenuity,

originality, and insightfulness. It seems, therefore, important to

further investigate how applying past knowledge to new situa-

tions, striving for accuracy, thinking flexibly, thinking about

thinking, questioning, and posing problems [15] are of impor-

tance to solve a programming task, to learn to think in steps, and

to use conditional reasoning to understand SRA-thinking better.

With this in mind, a variation in the problem environment in

which a robot has to fulfill its programming tasks can be image-

forming and directional to the user, enabling a transfer from the

mental disposition to the program to be created. This is in line

with assertionsmade by Johansson andBalkenius [55] andKitano

et al. [57] who state that solving dynamic programming problems

in an robotic environment in which an reactive approach and

anticipatory programming strategies are more efficient.

VIII. LIMITATIONS AND FOLLOW-UP RESEARCH

There are some limitations and considerations as to why

our findings indicate a significance level. The limited num-

ber of respondents in this article does not yet make it possi-

ble to generalize from the results obtained. It is, therefore,

advisable to repeat this research with a larger number of

participants.

In this article, we used Lego EV-3 robots with Mindstorms

software. It would be worthwhile to investigate whether a differ-

ent kind of programming environment shows similar results. It

would also be valuable to investigate whether a programming

environment with only a visual output can generate the same

output as the currently used Lego programming environment,

which is characterized by a tangible perceptible output.

It would also be worthwhile to further investigate to what

extent the interventions of teachers have an influence, and to

what extent the quality and intensity of these interventions

lead to a further deepening of SRA-programming. Seen from

the same perspective, it would be valuable to measure the

impact of these teacher interventions on the development of

CT skills among primary school pupils.
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